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Helping customers maintain the safest, most efficient 
and environmentally sustainable runways in the world.

Eagle Aerospace is dedicated to advancing connected and intelligent airfield solutions to 
help enable the digital transformation of airfield operations. Our turn-key solutions include 
software, sensors, and analytics that can enhance the safety, efficiency, and  
sustainability of airfield operations.

Big Data, Big Opportunities
By using sensors and machine learning to capture and assess data pertaining to runway 
surface conditions and vehicle location, we deliver enhanced accuracy compared to  
subjective human assessments, helping to prevent potentially dangerous incursions, and 
capture real-time insight into changing runway conditions without impeding the flow of air 
traffic. Our airfield inspection software enhances operators’ ability to meet safety  
requirements while improving the accuracy and efficiency of the airfield inspection process 
through auto-fill of required forms and closed-loop alerts that accelerate response time for 
any noted discrepancies.

Connected Airfield Solutions

Objective data

Comprehensive situational awareness

Augmenting human capacity with  
Machine Learning



A Team Eagle Company

Team Eagle Ltd. has been committed to enhancing the safety and operational efficiency in 
the aviation industry for over 47 years. Engaged in the design, research and development and 
after-market service for airfield equipment, safety devices, sensors and professional airfield 
operation management software applications, the Team Eagle Group of Companies remain 
focused on developing and delivering innovative airfield technology solutions for safer, more 
efficient and greener airport runway operations. A proud Canadian company, headquartered in 
Campbellford, ON, Team Eagle sells products directly and through global partners in over 100 
countries and growing.

A world leader in innovating advanced solutions for airfield management, Eagle Aerospace  
engages with industry partners, government agencies and academia to bring these new  
innovations to the global airport market.

eagle-aerospace.com
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